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Abstract

This paper studies how the models of the new open economy
macroeconomics, which usually focuses on the relationship between
the nominal exchange rate and the external real exchange rate, can
explain the coexistence of permanent dual in�ation, namely diverging
in�ation rates for tradable and non-tradable goods, and real appreci-
ation in emerging market economies.
It is shown that the impact of asymmetric sectoral productivity

growth on the real exchange rate heavily depends on the market struc-
ture, and that the models of new open economy macroeconomics can
be reconciled with the Balassa - Samuelson e¤ect only if pricing to
market is added to models.
It is demonstrated that the presence of nominal rigidities and fric-

tions in capital accumulation helps to explain the appreciation of the
external real exchange rate, and the slow adjustment of the relative
price of non-tradabables to tradables.
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1 Introduction

The traditional approach in international macroeconomics has attempted to
explain real exchange rate behavior by the movements of domestic relative
prices, that is, by the internal real exchange rate. This was a consequence of
the assumptions they employed: strong homogeneity in international goods
markets, where purchasing power parity (PPP) is dominant and the only
source of heterogeneity is the distinction between tradables and non-tradables.
In recent years, however, the literature has switched sides. According to the
recent approach consumer markets are segmented, PPP has little explanatory
power, and the main determinant of real exchange rate movements is the
external real exchange rate, which is the relative price of domestic and foreign
tradables. This new focus of research was initiated on the basis of empirical
�ndings, see, e.g., the papers of Engel (1999) and Rogo¤ (1996). It appeared
that, as Obstfeld (2001) put it �apparently, consumer markets for tradables
are just about as segmented internationally as consumer markets for non-
tradables.�
After the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, �oating exchange rate

regimes became widespread. This enabled scrutiny of the relationship be-
tween nominal and real exchange rate behavior: It turned out, as �rst
forcefully documented by Mussa, that nominal and real exchange rates were
strongly correlated, and moving from �xed to �oating exchange rate regimes
resulted in a dramatic rise in the variability of the real exchange rate. The
need for a comprehensive explanation for the aforementioned empirical �nd-
ings stimulated the birth of new open economy macroeconomics (NOEM), ini-
tiated by the seminal paper of Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (1995), which combines
the heterogeneity of goods with nominal rigidities in models with micro-
foundations.
Although the empirical literature related to NOEM revealed the impor-

tance of the external real exchange rate, in fast-growing and emerging mar-
ket countries there are considerable movements of the internal real exchange
rate. Permanent dual in�ation, namely a signi�cant divergence of in�ation
rates for tradable and non-tradable goods, is a frequent phenomenon of such
markets: the in�ation rate of non-tradables is permanently higher than that
of tradables, which results in long-run real appreciation. This phenomenon
was documented by Ito et al. (1997) for the case of Japan and some South-
east Asian countries, as well as by Coricelli and Jazbec (2001), Halpern and
Wyplosz (2001), Égert (2002), Égert et al. (2002) and Kovács (2002) for
European post-communist countries. Of course, this does not mean that in
these countries the empirical phenomena emphasized in the NOEM literature
are not present. For example, the required disin�ation e¤orts, related to fu-
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ture EMU accession, have revealed that the connection between the consumer
price index and the nominal exchange rate is weak, which, of course, violates
the PPP and implies a strong co-movement of nominal and real exchange
rates.
The objective of this paper is to build a NOEM model which is able to

replicate both sets of empirical facts observable in emerging markets: the
strong correlation of the nominal and real exchange rate, and dual in�ation
accompanied by real appreciation.
The problem is the following: The majority of empirical studies explain

emerging markets�dual in�ation by the Balassa - Samuelson (BS) e¤ect, i.e.
the relatively rapid productivity growth in the tradable sector. However, dual
in�ation accompanies real appreciation only if growth in tradable productiv-
ity does not result in a signi�cant depreciation of the external real exchange
rate. The external real exchange rate does not depreciate considerably if
the common currency prices of domestically produced and foreign tradables
cannot strongly deviate from each other, i.e. if domestically produced and
foreign tradables are close substitutes. On the other hand, the strong co-
movement of the nominal and real exchange rates stressed by the NOEM
literature requires considerable deviations in the short run between domestic
and foreign tradable prices (denominated in the same currency). Yet this re-
quirement can be ful�lled only if the products of the aforementioned sectors
are distant substitutes and/or pricing to market (PTM) is possible.
The paper demonstrates that no intermediate degree of international sub-

stitution exists that simultaneously guarantees the operation of the BS e¤ect
and strong co-movement of the nominal and real exchange rate. One possible
remedy is an assumption of PTM. In this case it is possible that domesti-
cally produced export goods are close substitutes of foreign tradables, which
ensures the existence of the BS e¤ect. On the other hand, with PTM the com-
mon currency price of the exported and locally sold domestically produced
goods can be substantially di¤erent over the short run. Hence, nominal-
exchange-rate movements can in�uence the behavior of the real exchange
rate.
The paper also shows that a certain combination of real and nominal

rigidities has signi�cant impact on the magnitude of the di¤erence between
sectoral in�ation rates. As a consequence, the size of the e¤ect of asymmetric
sectoral productivity growth, in line with empirical observations, becomes
smaller than predicted by the models of the traditional approach.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys the empirical litera-

ture which initiated the research of this study. Section 3 presents the model
and the solution technique employed. In section 4 the Balassa�Samuelson
hypothesis is examined; under study is how the model can reproduce the co-
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existence of dual in�ation and real appreciation, and the relationship between
asymmetric productivity growth and the magnitude of sectoral in�ation dif-
ferentials is examined. Section 5 presents the conclusions.

2 Previous empirical results

This section brie�y reviews the empirical literature which initiated the re-
search of this paper. First, �ndings related to the internal real exchange
rate are surveyed. On this issue the evidence is ambiguous. In devel-
oped economies, internal-real-exchange-rate movements are negligible, while
in several emerging economies dual in�ation is an important phenomenon.
Second, �ndings on the strong relationship between the nominal and real
exchange rates are considered, which are relevant in both developed and
emerging economies.

2.1 Dual in�ation and real appreciation

As mentioned in the Introduction, NOEM literature focuses on the behavior
of the external real exchange rate, instead of the internal one, which was
mainly studied by the previous traditional literature. This switch of interest
was partly initiated by the �ndings of Engel (1999), who, using US data,
showed that the volatility of the real exchange rate can be explained nearly
perfectly by the movements of the external real exchange rate.
However, the validity of this �nding is not general. Even in developed

countries one can observe signi�cant movements of the internal real exchange
rate, as De Gregorio and Wolf (1994), or more recently López-Salido et al.
(2005) have documented, but the real importance of this phenomenon is
manifested in high growth and emerging market countries. Several empirical
studies demonstrate that the Balassa - Samuelson (BS) e¤ect plays a signi�-
cant role in these countries.
Balassa (1964) and Samuelson (1964) formulated the hypothesis that the

di¤erence in productivity growth rates in tradable and non-tradable sectors
results in dual in�ation, and as a consequence real appreciation.1 Ito et al.
(1997) showed that mainly in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, but to some extent
in other Southeast Asian countries as well, the BS e¤ect was determinant at
particular stages of their development process. It also plays an important
role in the transition of European post-communist countries, as the empirical
studies of Coricelli and Jazbec (2001), Halpern and Wyplosz (2001), Égert
(2002) Égert et al. (2002), and Kovács (2002) have documented.

1On the Balassa - Samuelson e¤ect see Obstfeld and Rogo¤ (1996, chapter 4).
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Coricelli and Jazbec (2001) examined the determinants of the real ex-
change rate in nineteen transition economies between 1991 and 1998.2 Halpern
and Wyplosz (2001) studied the relevance of the BS e¤ect in nine European
post-communist countries by estimating a panel regression for the period
1991-98.3 Égert (2002) used time series and panel cointegration techniques
to study the BS e¤ect in �ve east European accession countries between 1991
and 2001.4 Égert et al. (2002) examined the BS e¤ect in nine European ac-
cession countries by panel cointegration techniques on a data set covering the
period from 1995 to 2000.5 The paper edited by Kovács (2002) summarizes
the results of research on the BS e¤ect conducted by the central banks of
central European accession countries.6

The above studies demonstrate that in most European post-communist
countries the coexistence of dual in�ation and real appreciation can be ob-
served in their transition period. In addition, dual in�ation is related to
sectoral productivity growth di¤erentials, and real appreciation is due to the
appreciation of both the external and internal real exchange rates.
Coricelli and Jazbec (2001), Halpern and Wyplosz (2001), Égert (2002),

and Égert et al. (2002) estimated the relationship between the relative price
of non-traded to traded goods and the sectoral productivity di¤erential.7

Their �ndings are summarized in Table 1.

2The examined countries were Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech
republic, Estonia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Roma-
nia, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine and Uzbekistan.

3The countries in the sample were the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Russia, Romania and Slovenia.

4The examined countries are the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slove-
nia.

5The studied countries are Croatia, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia.

6The examined countries and the length of the data set: the Czech Republic (1994-
2001), Hungary (1992-2001), Poland, (1990-2001), Slovakia (1995-2000) and Slovenia
(1992-2001).

7Since reliable estimates of total factor productivity were not available, due to the lack
of capital stock data, they used labor productivity measures.
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Table 1
Empirical long-run relationship between sectoral prices and productivity measures

Type of Estimated
regression coe¢ cient

Coricelli �Jazbec (2001) price di¤erential on 0.87
productivity di¤erential

Égert (2002) panel, price di¤erential on 0.72
productivity di¤erential

Égert (2002) individual, price di¤erential on 0.49-0.95
productivity di¤erential

Égert et al. (2002) price di¤erential on 0.73-1
productivity di¤erential

Halpern�Wyplosz (2001) tradable price on 0.43
tradable productivity

Halpern�Wyplosz (2001) non-tradable price on 0.32
non-tradable productivity

According to Coricelli and Jazbec (2001, equation 19), if the productiv-
ity di¤erential rises by 1 per cent, the relative price rises by 0.87 per cent.
Égert (2002, Table 1-7) found signi�cant cointegration relationship between
the relative price and productivity di¤erential. The cointegration coe¢ cient
measuring the long-run relationship between the relative prices and produc-
tivity factors varies from 0.49 to 0.95 in individual country estimates, and
0.72 is the common estimate for the coe¢ cient provided by the panel cointe-
gration analysis. In Égert et al. (2002, Table 5) the same cointegration coef-
�cient ranges from 0.73 to 1, depending on the applied de�nition of tradable
and non-tradable sectors. Unlike the previous studies, Halpern and Wyplosz
(2001, Table 7) estimated the e¤ects of tradable and non-tradable productiv-
ity developments separately. They found signi�cant coe¢ cients with correct
signs, although the estimated coe¢ cients are quite small. If tradable pro-
ductivity rises by 1 per cent, the sectoral relative price rises by 0.24 per cent
in the short run and by 0.43 per cent in the long run. A 1 per cent rise of
non-tradable productivity results in a 0.18 per cent decrease of the relative
price in the short run and a 0.32 per cent decrease in the long run.
In summary: All papers found a signi�cant relationship between sectoral

prices and productivity measures. Magnitudes of estimated coe¢ cients lo-
cate in quite a wide range. However, according to all but one estimates,
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productivity di¤erentials are greater than the accompanying price di¤eren-
tials.
According to the original BS hypothesis, productivity induced real ap-

preciation of the internal real exchange rate results in CPI-based real ap-
preciation, since the external real exchange rate is �xed due to the assumed
validity of PPP.
Kovács (2002, Table 1-1) documented that between 1993 and 2002 the

annual average real appreciation of the examined countries varied from 2.2
to 5.8 per cent. However, the BS e¤ect does not fully explain the observed
CPI-based appreciations. Only 33-72 per cent of it can be attributed to
productivity growth induced internal real exchange rate movements, the rest
can be assigned to the external real exchange rate. Égert (2002, Table 9) also
reveals that productivity induced appreciation of the internal real exchange
rate cannot completely explain real appreciation. According to his panel
analysis it is responsible for 38-60 per cent of CPI-based appreciation. He also
stresses the importance of a trend appreciation of the external real exchange
rate to explain the observed phenomena. Égert et. al (2002) presented similar
�ndings and reinforced the conclusions of the above papers.
Although in this paper I studies only productivity induced dual in�ation,

I should mention that studies analyzing the BS e¤ect have often detected
other non-productivity factors in the determination of the sectoral relative
price. Moreover, Arratibel et al. (2002) do not simply provide alternative
explanations for dual in�ation, they deny the role of productivity factors in
the determination of the examined countries. However, the authors admit
that one should interpret this result with caution because of the poor quality
of productivity data.8

2.2 The co-movement of the nominal and real exchange
rates

As mentioned in the Introduction, the NOEM literature was partly initiated
by the empirical �ndings of Mussa (1986), who �rst documented the strong
connection between the nominal and real exchange rates. Using Monacelli
(2004), I summarize some important �ndings. The post-1971 data from
12 developed countries reveal that the unconditional correlation of real and
nominal depreciation rates is 0.98. In �exible exchange rate regimes the

8In their paper they studied the in�ation processes in 10 European post-communist
countries. Their results support the existence of dual in�ation in these countries. How-
ever, according to their estimations a positive productivity shock negatively in�uences the
in�ation rate in the non-tradable sector.
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unconditional variance of the real depreciation rate is nearly equal to the
unconditional variance of the nominal depreciation rate.
Violation of purchasing power parity (PPP) is a necessary condition for

the above �ndings. Moreover, the violation of PPP is not a transitory phe-
nomenon, as several empirical studies have shown. Chari et al. (2002) studied
the persistency of the real-exchange-rate shocks using HP-�ltered quarterly
data for the USA and 11 developed European countries for the period 1973:1-
2000:1. Their estimated quarterly autocorrelation is 0.84.9 Though the above
empirical results are all related to developed countries, the violation of PPP
can also be detected in European post-communist countries, which are the
primary focus of this study,10 although the supporting evidence is mainly
only stylized facts.

3 The model

One of the main focuses of this paper concerns how to construct a model
which can simultaneously guarantee the empirical regularities characterized
in section 2, i.e. the co-movement of the nominal and real exchange rates
and generate the Balassa - Samuelson (BS) e¤ect, i.e. the coexistence of pro-
ductivity based dual in�ation and real appreciation
To guarantee the empirically observable correlation between the nominal

and real exchange rates the model needs sticky prices and internationally
segmented tradable markets. Obviously, to consider the BS e¤ect it is nec-
essary to have at least two sectors with di¤erent total factor productivities
(TFP).
International market segmentation can be captured in di¤erent ways. I

therefore compare whether model versions with di¤erent descriptions of mar-
ket segmentation can generate the BS e¤ect. I consider a version (version
A) without pricing to market (PTM) and with the assumption that domestic
and foreign tradables are imperfect substitutes. In version B PTM combined

9Diebold et al. (1991) and Lothian and Taylor (1996) using long annual time series
of di¤erent currencies found much more persistent real-exchange-rate shocks than Chari
et al. (2002). It is di¢ cult to explain their �ndings purely by nominal rigidities. Rogo¤
(1996) refers to this phenomenon as the �PPP puzzle�. Engel and Morley (2001) built an
empirical model, which may help to resolve this puzzle.
10Hornok et al. (2002) tried to perform econometric estimations on very short time

series and the half-time they found is approximately 2.8 years. On the other hand, Darvas
(2001) using the data of the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia found very
short, less than one year, half-lives. But in the studied time periods narrow-band crawling
peg regimes were typical in these countries, which may explain his results.
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with local currency pricing (LCP) is added to the model.11

The other main topic of the paper is the relationship between the magni-
tude of sectoral relative price and productivity di¤erentials. In frictionless,
sectorally symmetric models the two quantities are equal. Yet this is not
in line with empirical results, which reveal that the relative price of non-
tradables to tradables is smaller than the sectoral productivity di¤erential.
Nominal rigidities help to explain this phenomenon: if prices are sticky the
adjustment of the sectoral relative price is not immediate. In addition, as
Woodford (2003, chapter 3) demonstrates, decreasing returns amplify the
impact of sticky prices, making the adjustment process even slower, which
provides a better �t in terms of empirical results.
One way of applying decreasing returns in the model is the assumption

of �xed capital stock with a constant-returns-to-scale technology. However,
one may criticize this approach in that in the relevant time horizon of the
Balassa�Samuelson e¤ect, which is longer than a usual business cycle phe-
nomenon, it can be misleading to neglect capital accumulation.
Hence, I choose another way of generating decreasing returns. As Wood-

ford (2005) shows, even if the technology exhibits constant returns to scale,
the lack of an economywide rental market for physical capital and frictions
in investments formation combined with sticky asynchronized price setting
result in suboptimal input allocation, and as a consequence, scarcity and
decreasing returns to scale in the short run.12

3.1 Households

The domestic economy is populated by a continuum of in�nitely-lived iden-
tical households. To simplify the notation household indices are dropped,
since this does not cause confusion. The utility accrued to a given household
at date t is

U (ct; lt) = u(ct)� v(lt);

where ct is the consumption and lt is the labor supply of the representative
household at date t. Furthermore, u(c) = c1��=(1� �) and v(l) = l1+'=(1 +
'), �, ' > 0. Households discount the future at the rate 0 < � < 1.

11Although it is rarely studied in the literature, there is a third logical possibility, namely
PTM with producer currency pricing. For the sake of clear presentation I omit discussion
of this case.
12There can be di¤erent explanations for the lack of a rental market for physical capital.

One is based on the existence of �rm-speci�c investments and capital goods. The literature
of the theory of �rms considers this factor very important: one can explain with this
phenomenon the size and integration of �rms, as Hart (1995) discusses.
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The consumption good ct is composed of tradable and non-tradable con-
sumption goods:

ct =

�
a
1
�

T

�
cTt
� ��1

� + a
1
�

N

�
cNt
� ��1

�

� �
��1

; (1)

where cTt is the tradable, c
N
t is the non-tradable consumption good, � and

aT = 1� aN are non-negative parameters.
The intertemporal budget constraint of a given household is the following:

P Tt c
T
t + PNt c

N
t + PBt Bt = �tBt�1 +Wtlt + Tt;

where P Tt and PNt are the price indices of tradables and non-tradables, Bt
is the household�s nominal portfolio at the beginning of date t, PBt is its
price, and �t is its stochastic payo¤. Wt is the nominal wage, while Tt is a
lump-sum tax/transfer variable.
It is well known that the linear homogeneity of function (1) implies that

the households�problem can be solved in two steps. First they maximize the
objective function

1X
t=1

�t�1E0 [U (ct; lt)] ;

with respect to ct subject to the following modi�ed budget constraint:

Ptct + PBt Bt = �tBt�1 +Wtlt + Tt; (2)

non-negativity constraints on consumption, and no-Ponzi schemes. In the
budget constraint (2) the consumer price index Pt is de�ned by the following
expression:

Pt =
h
aT
�
P Tt
�1��

+ aN
�
PNt
�1��i 1

1��
: (3)

Second, knowing ct it is possible to determine cTt and cNt by the demand
functions

cTt = aT

�
Pt
P Tt

��
ct; cNt = aN

�
Pt
PNt

��
ct: (4)

The assumption of complete asset markets implies that the optimal in-
tertemporal allocation of consumption is determined by the following condi-
tion in all states of the world:

�
�t+1Pt
�tPt+1

= Dt;t+1; (5)

where �t is the marginal utility of consumption,

�t = c��t ;
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and Dt;t+1 is the stochastic discount factor, which satis�es the condition

PBt = Et
�
Dt;t+1�t+1

�
:

Since in this economy the asset markets are also complete internationally,
the foreign equivalent of equation (5) is also held:

�
��t+1etP

F�
t

��t et+1P
F�
t+1

= Dt;t+1; (6)

where ��t is the marginal utility of foreign households, P
F�
t is the foreign con-

sumer price index in foreign currency terms, and et is the nominal exchange
rate. For simplicity P F�t is assumed to be constant. Combining equations
(5) and (6) and applying recursive substitutions yields formula

�tetP
F�
t

��tPt
= �; (7)

where � is a constant, which depends on initial conditions.
The solution of the households� problem implies that the real wage is

equal to the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and labor,
i.e.

wt = c�t l
'
t ; (8)

which determines labor supply decision.

3.2 Production

Final and intermediate goods production

There are two stages of production in the model: in the �rst step import
goods and labor are transformed into di¤erentiated intermediate goods in
each sector,13 while in the second step a homogenous �nal good is produced
in each sector by intermediate products.
As mentioned above, one objective of this paper is to study how the dif-

ferent descriptions of international goods markets segmentation in�uence the
operation of the BS e¤ect. Therefore, two di¤erent model versions are con-
sidered and compared. In version A it is assumed that there is no PTM.
That is, the domestically produced export goods and the domestically con-
sumed tradable goods have the same prices, if they are measured in the same
currency. In version B there is pricing to the market, i.e. the price of the

13Thus, I apply the approach of McCallum and Nelson (2001), Smets and Wouters
(2002) and Laxton and Pesenti (2003), who consider imports as a production input.
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domestically produced export goods and the domestically consumed tradable
goods can be di¤erent, even if they are measured in the same currency.
To capture these characteristics in version A the assumption is made

that the domestically produced export goods and the locally traded tradable
goods are the same and produced by the same sector. Hence, two sectors are
distinguished in version A: a tradable and a non-tradable one.
In version B there are two types of tradable goods: goods which are

traditionally classi�ed as tradable, but in practice they are local goods, and
another type of tradables that are produced for export. As a consequence,
prices of local tradables and export goods denominated in the same currency
can be di¤erent. Local tradables and the export goods are produced by
di¤erent sectors.14

Let us denote by yst the production of a given sector, where s = T; x; N ,
with T referring to the tradable sector in version A and to the sector of local
tradables in version B, x to the exports sector in version B, and N to non-
tradables. The �nal goods are produced in competitive markets by constant-
returns-to-scale technologies from a continuum of di¤erentiated inputs, yst (i),
i 2 [0; 1]. The technology is represented by the following CES production
function:

yst =

�Z 1

0

yst (i)
��1
� di

� �
��1

;

where � > 1. As a consequence, the output price P st is given by

P st =

�Z 1

0

P st (i)
1�� di

� 1
1��

; (9)

where P st (i) denotes the prices of di¤erentiated goods. The demand for good
yst (i) is determined by

yst (i) =

�
P st
P st (i)

��
yst : (10)

In each sector the continuum of good yst (i) is produced in a monopolis-
tically competitive market. Each yst (i) is made by an individual �rm using
the following uniform technology:

yst (i) = Astk
s
t (i)

�zst (i)
1��; (11)

14To guarantee PTM, of course, the distinction of local tradables and export goods
is not necessary. I applied this assumption due to technical reasons. Otherwise in the
presence of heterogeneous capital the price setting problem of �rms would be intractable.
On the other hand, this approach is not unique in the literature. For example, Burnstein
et al. (2002) also assumed the existence of local and real tradables. But unlike me, they
assumed a quality di¤erence between the two groups: local goods are inferior.
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where 0 < � < 1, Ast is total factor productivity of sector s, k
s
t (i) is the

stock of physical capital available for �rm i at date t (it was produced in
the previous period), and zst (i) denotes an individual �rm�s utilization of the
composite input zst de�ned in the following way:

zst (i) = Nsl
s
t (i)

nsms
t(i)

1�ns ; (12)

where lst (i) is an individual �rms�utilization of labor lt, and m
s
t(i) is the

utilization of imported good mt, ns is a given non-negative parameters, and
Ns = n�nss (1� ns)

ns�1. The price of zst is given by

W z;s
t = W ns

t (etP
m�
t )1�ns ; (13)

where Pm�t is the foreign currency price of the imported good.

Cost minimization and input demand

It is assumed that there is no rental market for physical capital. The neces-
sary capital goods are produced by the �rms themselves. As a consequence,
�rms�optimal input allocation problem cannot be separated from the prob-
lem of capital accumulation and cannot be derived from a sequence of static
cost minimization problems.
Instead they solve the following dynamic cost minimization problem. Sup-

pose the trajectories of yt(i), Pt,W
z;s
t and DT;t are given. Then a �rm should

minimize the objective function
1X
t=T

ET [DT;t (W
z;s
t zst (i) + PtI

s
t (i))] ;

with respect to zst (i), I
s
t (i), k

s
t+1(i), subject to the technological constraint

(11) and the investment constraint

kst+1(i) = (1� �)kst (i) + �s

�
Ist (i)

kst (i)

�
kst (i); (14)

where Ist (i) is the investment of �rm i at date t. Function �s represents
the adjustment costs for investments, and � is the depreciation rate. As is
common in the literature, it is assumed that �0s > 0, �00s < 0, and that in
the steady-state adjustment costs do not exist, i.e. �s(Is=ks) = Is=ks and
�0s(I

s=ks) = 1, where variables without time indices refer to the steady-state
values.
The �rst-order conditions of the cost minimization problem are

DT;tPt
�st(i)

= �0s

�
Ist (i)

kst (i)

�
; (15)
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where �st(i) is the Lagrange multiplier of the investment equation,
15 and

�st(i) = ET

�
�st+1(i)

�
(1� �) + �s

�
Ist+1(i)

kst+1(i)

��
+DT;t+1Pt+1r

s
t+1(i)

�
; (16)

where �s(y) = �s(y)� y�0s(y), and

rst+1(i) =
�

1� �
wz;st+1

zst+1(i)

kst+1(i)
: (17)

In models with a rental market for physical capital rst+1(i) in equation (16)
represents the rental rate of capital.16

The solution of the cost minimization problem provides equations (11),
(14), (15) (16) and (17), which determine the paths of zst (i), k

s
t (i), I

s
t (i),

rst (i), and �
s
t(i) given the paths for y

s
t (i), Pt, w

z;s
t and DT;t. Knowing zst (i)

one can determine the labor and import demand of a particular �rm by

lst (i) = ns
W z;s
t

Wt

zst (i); (18)

ms
t(i) = (1� ns)

W z;s
t

etPm�t

zst (i): (19)

Firms� investment good is a composition of (local) tradables and non-
tradables. The investment good and aggregate consumption good ct are
de�ned by the same function:

Ist (i) =

�
a
1
�

T ITst (i)
��1
� + a

1
�

NINst (i)
��1
�

� �
��1

; (20)

where ITs is the demand for (local) tradables of �rm i in sector s, and INs is
the demand for non-tradables. The particular form of function (20) implies
that

ITst (i) = aT

�
Pt
P Tt

��
Ist (i); INst (i) = aN

�
Pt
PNt

��
Ist (i): (21)

15That is, it is the shadow price of investment. �st (i) (DT;tPt)
�1 is the equivalent of

Tobin�s q in this model.
16If there is no adjustment costs for investments, then condition (16) becomes Pt =

Et [Dt;t+1Pt+1 ((1� �) + rst (i))]. As a consequence, rst (i) = rst = rt. In a deterministic
setting the previous equation takes the form 1=� = r + 1� �, which is a simple arbitrage
condition.
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Price setting

So far, it has been shown how to �nd the optimal paths of zst (i), k
s
t (i), l

s
t (i),

ms
t(i) conditional on the trajectories of y

s
t (i) and P

s
t (i). Now the optimal

paths of the latter two variables will be determined.
Intermediate goods producers follow a sticky price setting practice. As in

the model of Calvo (1983) each individual �rm in a given time period changes
its price in a rational, optimizing, forward looking manner with probability
1 � s. Those �rms which do not optimize at a given date follow a rule of
thumb, as in Christiano et al. (2001) and Smets and Wouters (2003), and
update their prices according to the past sectoral in�ation rate.
All �rms in sector s = T; N which follow the simple indexation rule at

date T update their prices according to formula

P st (i) = P sT (i)

�
P st�1
P sT�1

�#s
:

Those which set their prices rationally take into account that P sT (i) (the price
they set at date T ) will exist with probability t�Ts at date t. Thus, they
maximize the expected pro�t function

1X
t=T

ET

"
t�Ts DT;t

(
(1� � s)P

s
T (i)

�
P st�1
P sT�1

�#s
�MCst (i)

)#
with respect to P sT (i) and yst (i) subject to constraint (10), where � s is a
tax/transfer variable which modi�es �rms�markup, and MCst (i) is the mar-
ginal cost of �rm i. In version B of the model the output price of the exports
sector in foreign currency terms P x�T (i) is sticky. Thus, the problem of the
�rms in the sector is

max
Px�T (i);yxt (i)

1X
t=T

ET

"
t�Tx DT;t

(
(1� �x) etP

x�
T (i)

�
P x�t�1
P x�T�1

�#x
�MCxt (i)

)#
;

subject to constraint (10), where �x is also a tax/transfer variable.17 The
log-linear approximations of the solutions of the above price setting problems
can be found in Appendix A.2.
Since the capital stock available at a given date is predetermined, the

variable cost of a �rm is W z;s
t zst (i) + PtI

s
t (i). Thus, its marginal cost is

MCst (i) =W z;s
t

@zst (i)

@yst (i)
:

17Since the government�s budget is balanced, the tax/transfer represented by � s (s = T ,
x, N) is compensated by Tt lump-sum tax/transfer variable in equation (2). In the present
model the only role of � s is to simplify steady-state calculations, see Appendix A.1.
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Expressing zst (i) by the technological constraint (11), and di¤erentiating it
with respect to yst (i) yields

MCst (i) =W z;s
t

�
yst (i)

kst (i)

� �
1��

(Ast)
�1
1�� : (22)

3.3 Exports demand

Foreign behavior is not modelled explicitly. It is assumed that the following
ad hoc equation determines demand for exports:

xt =

�
P FT�t

P x�t

���
x�t ; (23)

where xt, P x�t is the foreign currency price of the export goods, P FT� is the
foreign currency price of the rival goods (which is constant by assumption),
x�t is an exogenous parameter representing the volume of demand, and �

� > 0
is an exogenous parameter.
In version A of the model, exported goods are produced by the tradable

sector, and P x�t = P T=et. While in version B local tradables and export
goods are di¤erent, hence their prices denominated in the same currency can
be di¤erent, i.e. it is possible that P x�t 6= P T=et.

3.4 Equilibrium conditions

In version A the equilibrium of the tradable sector is given by

yTt = cTt +
X
s=T;N

ITst + xt: (24)

In version B the equilibrium conditions of the sector of local tradables and
of the exports sector is given by

yTt = cTt +
X

s=T;x;N

ITst ; yxt = xt; (25)

where ITst =
R 1
0
ITst (i) di. The equilibrium condition of the non-tradable

sector is
yNt = cNt +

X
s

INst ; (26)

where INst =
R 1
0
INst (i) di. Finally, the labor market equilibrium condition is

lt =
X
s

Z 1

0

lst (i) di: (27)
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3.5 Real exchange rate indices

In this study the following real exchange indices will be considered:

qt =
etP

F�
t

Pt
; qTt =

etP
FT�
t

P Tt
; PRt =

PNt
P Tt

; (28)

where qt is the CPI-based real exchange rate and qTt is the external real
exchange rate. The movements of PRt , the domestic relative price of non-
tradables to tradables, unambiguously determine the �uctuation of the inter-
nal real exchange rate, since it is assumed that P FT� and P FN� are constant.

3.6 The log-linearized model

To solve the model its log-linear approximation around the steady state is
taken. The complete description of the log-linearized model and the deriva-
tion of its equations can be found in Appendix A.3. In this section, the most
important equations of the system are reviewed. Variables without time in-
dices refer to their steady-state values, and the tilde denotes the log-deviation
of a variable from its steady-state value.

Aggregate demand

The path of the aggregate consumption is described by

�~ct = ~qt: (29)

In version A exports demand is represented by

~xt = ��~qTt ; (30)

since in this version ~qTt = eP x�t . In version B the log-linearized exports demand
becomes

~xt = ��� eP x�t : (31)

Demand for tradable goods depends on exports demand, aggregate con-
sumption and investments, and the sectoral relative price. In version A it
takes the form

~yTt =
xxt + c~ct + I ~It + (c+ I)�aN ePRt

c+ x+ I
; (32)

where It denotes aggregate investments, and e�Nt is and exogenous shift of
relative sectoral demand. In version B the demand for tradables is given by

~yTt =
c

c+ I
~ct +

I

c+ I
~It + �aN ePRt : (33)
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Demand for non-tradables depends on the same factors:

~yNt =
c

c+ I
~ct +

I

c+ I
~It � �aT ePRt : (34)

Price setting

Following Woodford (2005), Appendix A.2 presents the solution of the price
setting problem of section 3.2. The path of the in�ation rate in sector s = T ,
N is given by

�dt � #d�
d
t�1 = �Et

�
�dt+1 � #d�

d
t

�
+ �sfmcst ; (35)

where s = T , x, N , and d = x� if s = x, otherwise d = s. Furthermore,
�dt =

eP dt � eP dt�1 is the sectoral in�ation rate, and fmcst is the average real
marginal cost of sector s and

�s =
(1� s)(1� �s)

s
�
1 + �

1��� �  s
� ; (36)

where parameter  s is de�ned in Appendix A.2. It is assumed that the
technology and the price setting parameters of the tradable and the exports
sector are the same.

Marginal costs

The previous equations reveal that sectoral real marginal costs play a key
role in the price setting process. I therefore summarize the determinants of
such costs. The average real marginal cost in sector s = T , N is given by

fmcst = �

1� �

�
~yst � ~kst

�
� 1

1� �
eAst + ns ewt + (1� ns)~qt + �s ePRt ; (37)

where �T = aN and �N = �aT . The real marginal cost in the exports sector
is

fmcxt = �

1� �

�
xt � ~kxt

�
� 1

1� �
eATt + nT ( ewt � ~qt)� eP x�t : (38)

Policy rule

In this model monetary policy is represented by the following simple log-
linear nominal exchange rate rule:

d~et = �!
�
aT�

T
t�1 + aN�

N
t�1
�
+ Sdet ; (39)

where d~et = ~et�~et�1 is the nominal depreciation rate, and Sdet is an exogenous
nominal depreciation shock.
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3.7 Model solution and parameterization

To solve the model Uhlig�s (1999) implementation of the undetermined coef-
�cients method is used, the numerical results being generated by the afore-
mentioned author�s MATLAB algorithm.
Benchmark values of the basic parameters are found in Table 2.

Table 2
Parameter values of
the benchmark economy
Parameter

Name Value
� 0.984
� 1.000
' 3.000
aT 0.500
� 1.000
� 0.250
�s 1.000
� 0.025
"s 3.000
� 10.80
s 0.817
#s 0.365
! 1.000
Note: s = T; x; N .

The value of � is taken from King and Rebello (1999). The value � is
chosen in such a way that capital�s share in GDP is 0.4.18 The values of
�, ', aT , �, �s, and �, are widely accepted in the literature. The value
of � was chosen in such a way as to obtain the same degree of strategic
complementarity of price setting as in Woodford (2003, 2005). Parameters
"s measure the degree of investments adjustment costs in sector s = T ,
x, N , their values are taken from Woodford (2005). I take the values of
s and #s from the study of Galí et al. (2001), which also contains Euro
area estimates.19 The value of parameter �� is not �xed: in the simulation

18In this model � is not equal to capital�s share in GDP since one has to subtract the
value of imports from the value of total output to obtain GDP.
19In that study they interpret in�ation persistency di¤erently from the approach I use.

They use the model of Galí and Gertler (2000) and assume that each �rm updates its price
in a given period by probability 1� . Hence, according to the law of large numbers in a
given period 1�  fraction of the �rms change their prices. But only 1� # fraction of the
price setters choose their prices in an optimal forward-looking manner, the rest update
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exercises of section 4 several di¤erent values are considered. Finally, ! was
chosen in such a way that the model �ts the empirical �ndings of section 2.

4 Examination of the Balassa�Samuelson ef-
fect

It was discussed in section 2 that there is a strong relationship between the
nominal and real exchange rates, and that asymmetric sectoral productivity
growth results in dual in�ation and real appreciation in developing countries.
Under study in this section is how it is possible to reproduce both sets of
evidence in a NOEM model.
First, it will be demonstrated that, unlike in the models of the tradi-

tional approach, in NOEM models productivity induced dual in�ation is not
necessarily accompanied by real appreciation, which contradicts the empir-
ical �ndings discussed previously. It will be shown that the international
substitution parameter �� in equations (30) and (31) has a key role in gen-
erating real appreciation. On the other hand, �� also in�uences the degree
of co-movement of the nominal and real exchange rates. According to my
numerical simulations, the assumption of pricing to market (PTM) is neces-
sary to �nd such a value of �� which ensures both the strong co-movement
of the nominal and real exchange rates and the CPI-based real appreciation
related to asymmetric productivity growth.
Second, it will be shown that it is di¢ cult to reproduce the observable

slow adjustment of the sectoral relative price to the sectoral productivity
di¤erential by frictionless models. However, the coexistence of heterogeneity
in capital accumulation and sticky prices help to explain this phenomenon.

4.1 Productivity induced dual in�ation and real ap-
preciation

As discussed in section 2.1, in European post-communist countries in the
1990s the fast productivity growth of the tradable sector resulted in dual
in�ation, i.e. appreciation of the internal real exchange rate, which accom-
panied the appreciation of the external and the CPI-based exchange rate.

their prices according to the past in�ation rate. If � = 1, then the approach I use and the
one used by Galí and Gertler coincides, if #s = #= and (1�s)2�1s = (1�#)(1�)2�1,
s = T , x, N . Although in our case � 6= 1, as an approximation I used the above mentioned
formula to determine the values of s and #s.
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Usually productivity induced coexistence of dual in�ation and real appre-
ciation, i.e. the BS e¤ect is analyzed with models of the traditional approach.
These models can successfully explain the coexistence of dual in�ation and
real appreciation, since in these models PPP is assumed, which prevents ex-
ternal real exchange rate movements. On the other hand, due to PPP they
cannot reproduce the observable appreciation of the real exchange rate.
It seems that with NOEM models it is even more problematic to explain

the discussed empirical phenomena. It is typical in NOEM models that
although a positive productivity shock in the tradable sector results in real
appreciation of the internal real exchange rate, at the same time, due to
increasing productivity, domestic tradables become cheaper, i.e. the external
real exchange rate also depreciates. As Beningno and Thoenissen (2002)
demonstrated, the latter e¤ect suppresses internal appreciation, hence the
CPI-based real exchange rate also depreciates.
This possibility is especially important in version A. Consider the exports

demand equation (30). If the international substitution parameter �� = +1
then ~qTt = 0, i.e. the external real exchange rate becomes constant, and
there will not be any relationship between the nominal and the real exchange
rate, which contradicts empirical results. On the other hand, if �� is low,
and eP Tt is sticky, i.e. it responds to shocks slowly, then ~qTt = ~et � eP Tt
will move together with the nominal exchange rate. However, in this case
high tradable-productivity growth may cause strong external-real-exchange
depreciation. The question is whether there is an intermediate value of ��

which can replicate both sets of empirical �ndings in version A of the model.
In version B even a high value of �� can guarantee a strong co-movement

of the nominal and real exchange rates. On the other hand, in this case the
foreign currency price of domestically produced export goods eP x�t does not
deviate much from the prices of their foreign rivals. As a consequence, if
other factors are kept �xed, the marginal costs of the domestic exports and
the tradable sectors are similar, hence eP Tt �~et remains relatively stable. Thus,
the conjecture is that in version B it is possible to �nd appropriate values
for the substitution parameter, which guarantee that asymmetric sectoral
productivity growth results in real appreciation.
First, it is studied which value of the substitution parameter �� is con-

sistent with the strong co-movement of the nominal and real exchange rates
discussed in section 2. In the simulation exercises the depreciation shock Sdet
is the only source of nominal-exchange-rate movements. This approach is
supported by several empirical studies. In a closed economy context Smets
and Wouters (2003) and Ireland (2004) demonstrated by their estimated
models that nominal shocks have a primary role while technological shocks
have only an auxiliary role in explaining business cycles. Clarida and Galí
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(1994) showed that in open economies 35-41 per cent of real exchange rate
movements can be attributed to nominal shocks. The prominent importance
of the nominal-exchange-rate shocks in emerging markets is documented by
Calvo and Reinhart (2002).
In the following simulations all parameters, except ��, are set to their

benchmark values (see Table 2 ). Table 3 displays the results. Empirical
values of the statistics in the table are taken from section 2.2.

Table 3
The relationship between nominal and
real exchange rates in the model economy

Version A
Parameter values of ��

Statistics Data 1 5 10 15

Autocorrelation of the real exchange rate
1 quarter 0.84 0.84 0.76 0.71 0.67
1 year 0.50 0.55 0.41 0.32 0.27
2 years 0.25 0.41 0.28 0.22 0.19

The relative variance of the 1 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.82
real and nominal depreciations

Version B
Parameter values of ��

Statistics Data 1 5 10 15

Autocorrelation of the real exchange rate
1 quarter 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.80
1 year 0.50 0.53 0.49 0.47 0.46
2 years 0.25 0.40 0.34 0.32 0.30

The relative variance of the 1 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
real and nominal depreciations

The time pattern of the reaction of the real exchange rate to the nominal-
exchange-rate shock can be captured by the autocorrelation function of the
real exchange rate. If �� = 1 both versions of the model reproduce the 1-
quarter and 1-year value of empirical autocorrelations quite well. However
the simulated 2-year autocorrelation coe¢ cients are higher than the observed
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one.20

In versionA all the autocorrelation coe¢ cients signi�cantly diminish as ��

increases. In particular, the 1-year coe¢ cient becomes very small compared
to the data. On the other hand, in version B the autocorrelation coe¢ cients
are much less sensitive to the substitution parameter.
Another measure indicating the strength of the co-movement of nominal

and real exchange rates is the relative variance of nominal and real depre-
ciations. In version A this statistic decreases as �� increases, and becomes
signi�cantly smaller than the empirical value. On the other hand, in ver-
sion B the relative variance does not react to the change of the substitution
parameter.
In summary: while model version B is quite insensitive to the change of

��, version A is sensitive to the variation of the substitution parameter. It
can reproduce the empirical results only if �� has low values, i.e. domestically
produced export goods and their foreign rivals are far substitutes.
The next issue is whether dual in�ation induced by asymmetric sectoral

productivity growth is accompanied by real appreciation. The role of the
international substitution parameter �� in equations (30) and (31) will be
studied by numerical simulations.
In the simulation exercises I imitate some characteristics of productivity

developments of transition countries. The model�s steady state represents the
state of the economy at the beginning of its transition process. Foreign pro-
ductivity growth is normalized to zero, hence the productivity variables eATt
and eANt represent relative productivity of the examined small open economy.
In the model transition is driven by increasing productivity. The start of
the process is captured by an unexpected productivity shock. It is assumed
that during transition the growth rate of productivity is constant. After the
transition process the growth rate of productivity in the small open economy
will be equal to zero as well. The steady state belonging to the new level of
productivity represents the after-transition state of the economy. However,
this new state of the economy is beyond my focus. I assume that the transi-
tion process is mainly driven by tradable productivity, hence I assume that
in the examined transition period the growth rate of non-tradable produc-
tivity is equal to zero. In the simulation exercises I set the growth rate of
the tradable TFP d eATt = eATt � eATt�1 = 1.
Figure 1 and 2 display the simulation results for the benchmark economy

20This contradicts the simulation results of Chari et al. (2002), who found weaker simu-
lated autocorrelations. However, Benigno (2004) demonstrated that if monetary policy is
described by a rule with inertia, and the foreign and home country are asymmetric in such
a way that monetary shocks result in terms of trade changes, then the required persistence
can be attained by the model. These conditions are ful�lled in my model.
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with �� = 1 in version A and B. The �rst panels of the �gures plot the di¤er-
ence between the growth rates of sectoral productivity factors d eATt � d eANt ,
and the in�ation di¤erential �Rt = �Nt ��Tt . The latter determines the move-
ments of the internal real exchange rate. If �Rt is positive, then the internal
real exchange rate appreciates. The second panels plot the depreciation of
the real exchange rate d~qt, and the CPI-based external real exchange rate
d~qTt . Positive values of d~qt and d~qTt mean deprecation. The third panels
display ~yTt � ~kTt and ~yNt � ~kNt . As equations (35) and (37) reveal, beyond
productivity factors these quantities also in�uence sectoral in�ation rates.
Finally, the fourth panels plot the growth rates of the real wage and exports.
All growth rates are expressed in annualized terms.
Simulation results reveal that although the internal real exchange rate

appreciates, the real exchange rate depreciates since the e¤ect of the depre-
ciating external rate is stronger then that of the internal rate. The reason
is that the productivity growth of the tradable sector is higher than those
of the non-tradable sector and foreign tradable sectors. As a consequence,
the relative price of domestically produced tradables to foreign tradables de-
creases. That is, the external real exchange rate depreciates. If domestically
produced and foreign tradables were perfect substitutes, then the reduced
relative price would induce a large instant increase of demand for domestic
tradables. Hence, domestic real wages and tradable prices would increase
and the prices of domestic and foreign tradables denominated in the same
currency would equalize immediately. But in the studied case domestic and
foreign tradables are far substitutes, hence increasing demand does not result
in equalized prices.
Figures 3 and 4 plot simulation results belonging to an intermediate value

of �� in both versions. The �gures reveal that if domestic and foreign trad-
ables are closer substitutes than in the previous case, then the depreciation
of the external real exchange rate becomes more moderate. Moreover, in the
initial periods it appreciates. However, in the long run even these moderate
levels of depreciation prevent appreciation of the CPI-based real exchange
rate. As a consequence, even these values of the international substitution
parameter �� are insu¢ cient to reproduce empirical �ndings.
Figures 5 and 6 display the results belonging to a relatively high value

of ��. Since in this case export goods are relatively close substitutes of their
foreign rivals their prices cannot deviate much, hence the depreciation of the
internal real exchange rate is moderate. As a consequence, the CPI-based
real exchange rate appreciates in the long run.
Again, initial appreciation of the external exchange rate can be observed.

One may ask whether this phenomenon is induced by movements of the
nominal exchange rate. Hence I repeat the same exercises with �xed nom-
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inal exchange rates (parameter ! = 0 in equation (39)). The results are
displayed in Figures 7 and 8. In these cases the external real exchange rate
still appreciates initially, although the appreciation is weaker.
Since the initial appreciation of the external real exchange rate cannot

simply be explained by the policy rule, it is important to discuss what causes
this phenomenon. Due to the lack of a rental market for physical capital,
as equations (35) and (37) reveal, term ~yTt � ~kTt in�uences price setting in
the tradable sector. Relatively slow adjustment of capital and increasing
relative demand for local tradables imply that the quantity ~yTt � ~kTt strongly
increases in initial periods, and this suppresses the price-reducing e¤ect of
tradable productivity growth. As a consequence, the external real exchange
rate appreciates. However, in the long run capital accumulation is su¢ cient
and the productivity e¤ect becomes dominant.
In summary: It was demonstrated that the international substitution pa-

rameter �� had a key role in reproducing empirical facts related to the BS
e¤ect. If �� is low, i.e. domestic and foreign tradables are far substitutes,
then the external real exchange rate depreciates too much, and prevents the
appreciation of the CPI-based real exchange rate. Hence, relatively high
values of parameter �� are the only possible candidates to generate results
consistent with empirical �ndings.21 However, in version A, when PTM is
not allowed, su¢ ciently high values of �� result in insu¢ cient and weak re-
lationship between the nominal and real exchange rates. In version A to
generate real appreciation at least �� = 15 is necessary, but this parame-
ter value induces small autocorrelation coe¢ cients and relative variance of
the real exchange rate (recall Table 3 ). Hence, PTM seems necessary to
appropriately describe the BS e¤ect in NOEM models.
As was discussed in section 2.1, in European post-communist countries

the observed long-run appreciation of the real exchange rate is only partly
caused by dual in�ation, the long-run appreciation of the external real ex-
change rate also lies behind this phenomenon. The presented model is not
able to reproduce the long-run appreciation of the external real exchange
rate. However, due to the assumed frictions in capital formation and the
related decreasing-returns-to-scale features of real marginal cost the model
can explain initial appreciation of the external real exchange rate. To explain

21One may criticize the choice of the applied substitution parameters which are di¤erent
from the ones used in other open economy models. For example, Backus et al. (1994)
use much lower substitution parameter to replicate the empirically observable responses
of the trade balance to productivity shocks. My conjecture is that if the inertia of the
exports demand is increased, as in Laxton and Pesenti (2003), or the import requirement
of exports production is increased, then my model would also be able to reproduce the
short run behavior of the trade balance.
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this phenomenon su¢ ciently it seems necessary to relax the assumption of
�xed structure of goods in the model. As Ito et al. (1997) discussed, the
export structure of fast developing countries changes, and higher value-added
goods gain importance. If the process of improving quality and increasing
variety is not properly captured by the statistical system tradable prices may
dramatically rise, as Broda and Weinstein (2004) demonstrated.
One more remark. To simplify the exposition I did not discuss the pos-

sibility of PTM with producer currency pricing (PCP), but it is possible to
show that in the present framework it provides practically the same results
as version B. As a consequence, I would rather not take sides in the LCP
vs. PCP debate since both approaches can be consistent with the BS ef-
fect.22 PCP can be applied without the assumption of price discrimination.
Moreover, in most cases PCP is applied without PTM, which is equivalent
to applying version A. The reason for this is that the arguments of the sup-
porters of PCP remain valid without PTM. However, my results point out
that if one wants to capture the particularities of emerging markets, then the
PCP approach cannot be applied without the assumption of international
price discrimination.

4.2 The adjustment of the relative price of non-tradables
to tradables

As discussed in section 2.1 and displayed in Table 1, according to most of
the estimations of Coricelli and Jazbec (2001), Halpern and Wyplosz (2001),
Égert (2002) and Égert et al. (2002) in the long-run the magnitude of the
relative price of non-tradables to tradables PRt is signi�cantly smaller than
that of the sectoral productivity di¤erential eATt � eANt . In addition, Halpern
and Wyplosz found that the short-run adjustment of the relative price was
very slow.
It is di¢ cult to explain these fact by models of the traditional approach.

Applying classical assumptions to the present model,23 it is easy to show that
the relative price is determined by

ePRt = nN
nT

eATt � eANt ; (40)

22LCP vs. PCP is one of the most important undecided debates in the NOEM literature,
since the choice of the optimal exchange rate is not independent of this problem. One can
read pro LCP arguments in Engel (2002a, 2002b). Obstfeld (2001, 2002) and Obstfeld
and Rogo¤ (2000) presents arguments supporting the PCP approach. Two recent studies
on this topic are Bergin (2004), which provides evidence supporting LCP, and Koren et
al. (2004) with �ndings reinforcing PCP.
23Flexible price setting, internationally homogeneous goods and capital markets.
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where nT and nN are the labor utilization parameters in the technological
equation (12). If the tradable productivity process eATt is dominant, then
the only way to reproduce the aforementioned empirical long-run relation-
ship is to assume that the tradable sector is more labor intensive than the
non-tradable one. But this is counterfactual. Beyond this, the above formula
implies instant adjustment of the relative price to the productivity di¤eren-
tial.
In this section I show that the presence of nominal and real rigidities helps

to explain the above empirical �ndings, even if nN � nT . For expositional
simplicity, I assume that nN = nT . Combine the sticky price equations
(35) and real marginal cost formulas (37), and for expositional simplicity
assume that �T = �N = � and #T = #N = #. Then the in�ation di¤erential
�Rt = �Tt � �NT is determined by

�Rt � #�Rt�1 = �Et
�
�Rt+1 � #�Rt

�
+

�

1� �

� eATt � eANt � (41)

+
��

1� �

�
~yNt � ~kNt � ~yTt + ~kTt

�
� � ePRt :

Terms ~yNt �~kNt and ~yTt �~kTt appear in the above equation, since due to imper-
fections in capital accumulation real marginal cost functions have decreasing-
returns-to-scale features. In the constant-returns-to-scale version of the pre-
sent model only the productivity factors eATt , eANt and the relative price ePRt
would in�uence the evolution of the in�ation di¤erential.
Obviously, speed of the adjustment of ePRt depends on the magnitude

of parameter �. The smaller � is, the slower the adjustment process. The
presence of terms ~yNt �~kNt and ~yTt �~kTt also in�uences the adjustment process.
Suppose eATt increases, then formula (41) implies that �Rt and ePRt increase as
well. As a consequence, the demand for ~yTt will rise and for ~y

N
t will decrease.

But according to the above formula this change of demand will diminish the
rise of �Rt and ePRt , hence the adjustment process will be slower.
Relative price adjustment in the presence of sticky prices is de�nitely

slower than in the �exible price models of the traditional approach repre-
sented by formula (40). However, nominal rigidities without frictions in cap-
ital accumulation are not su¢ cient to reproduce the empirical estimates, as
the simulation exercise belonging the upper panel of Figure 9 demonstrates.
The �gure plots the adjustment process of the relative price to the sectoral
productivity di¤erential: it displays the fraction of the relative price to the
productivity di¤erential, i.e. ePRt =( eATt � eANt ). In the simulation exercise I
apply the same productivity process as previously, and use version B with
�� = 15, but I assume that capital accumulation is frictionless, i.e. real mar-
ginal cost functions exhibit constant-returns-to-scale features, hence terms
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~yTt � ~kTt and ~yNt � ~kNt are missing from formula (41). To compare simulation
results with empirical estimates I calculated the OLS regression

ePRt = �
� eATt � eANt �+ ut

using the simulated ten-year-long time series. The obtained OLS coe¢ cient
� represents the empirical �long-run�estimates of the studied relationships.
The magnitude of the OLS coe¢ cient � is also displayed on the �gure. Figure
9 reveals that the adjustment of ePRt is not instant, however � is nearly equal
to 1. However, with one exception the empirical estimates are signi�cantly
smaller than this.
If there are frictions in capital accumulation, and real marginal cost func-

tions have decreasing-returns-to-scale features, the adjustment process be-
comes slower, since in the constant-returns-to-scale case the adjustment pa-
rameter � is greater, and terms ~yTt � ~kTt and ~yNt � ~kNt are not present.24 The
lower panel of Figure 9 illustrates this. In this simulation exercise I used the
original form of version B with heterogeneous capital (�� = 15). The �gure
reveals that now the adjustment is slower and � becomes smaller. However, it
is 0.967, which is still quite far from the majority of the empirical estimates.
One possible way of reducing the speed of the adjustment process is as-

suming that price setting is more rigid in the non-tradable sector. However,
according my numerical simulations one would have to assume an unrealis-
tically high price setting parameter N to reproduce empirical results. That
is why I choose another possibility. Using equations (56) and (57) one can
express term ~yNt � ~yTt in formula (41) as

~yNt � ~yTt = �� ePRt :
Parameter � measures the elasticity of substitution between local tradables
and non-tradables. The above expression reveals its importance in the ad-
justment process of the sectoral relative price. If � is high, i.e. tradables
and non-tradables are close substitutes, the adjustment becomes slow, since
it is more di¢ cult to deviate the prices of close substitutes. It is impor-
tant to note that this mechanism does not work if terms ~yTt and ~y

N
t are not

present in real marginal cost functions, i.e. in the constant-returns-to-scale
case. The following simulation exercise demonstrates the importance of this
mechanism. I use version B with �� = 15, but instead of the benchmark
value of � = 1, I use � = 15. The upper panel of Figure 10 displays the
results. Now � = 0:865, which approximates the empirical estimates quite

24In the constant-returns-to-scale case term 1 + ��=(1 � �) �  s is missing from the
denominator of formula (36).
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well.25 Exceptions are the �ndings of Halpern and Wyplosz (2001), but their
results are rather di¤erent from the others. It is important to note that the
increase of the value of � does not alter the results of the previous section,
both the relationship between the nominal and real exchange rates and the
behavior of the external and CPI-based real exchange rates remain the same.
One can further reduce the speed of adjustment if asymmetry of sectoral

investments adjustment costs is introduced in the model economy of the
previous simulation exercise. Assume that "N = 3 as in the benchmark
economy, but "T = "x = 10. The lower panel of Figure 10 plots the results:
� becomes 0.782.
In summary: Although both �exible price models and sticky price mod-

els with �exible capital accumulation can roughly capture the relationship
between sectoral price and productivity di¤erentials, they fail to reproduce
the exact empirical magnitudes. Frictions in capital accumulation and the
accompanying decreasing-returns-to-scale features of real marginal cost help
to explain the observed phenomena. However, to reproduce the estimated
regularities one has to assume that tradables and non-tradables are not far
substitutes. Asymmetry of sectoral investments adjustment costs can also
improve the ability of the model to replicate empirical �ndings.

5 Conclusions

This paper has reviewed how the models of the new open economy macroeco-
nomics (NOEM) can explain the permanent dual in�ation and the accompa-
nying real appreciation often observed in emerging markets.
The coexistence of dual in�ation and real appreciation is usually explained

by the Balassa - Samuelson (BS) e¤ect, i.e. by the faster productivity growth
in the tradable sector. Traditionally, the BS e¤ect is derived from models
with �exible prices and internationally homogenous tradable goods markets.
On the other hand, NOEM models assume sticky prices and/or wages and
heterogeneous goods markets. The traditional approach focuses on the de-
terminants of the internal real exchange rate, while NOEM emphasize the
importance of the external real exchange rate.
It was shown that a NOEM model can simultaneously guarantee the

strong correlation of nominal and real exchange rates and generate the BS
e¤ect only if there is pricing to market in the model.

25Altig et al. (2005) emphasize the magnitude of the adjustment parameter � in �rm-
speci�c-capital models to reconcile micro and macro evidence. However, in the present
model instead of the magnitude of �, the presence of output terms in real marginal cost
functions is the key factor in slackening the adjustment process.
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The study also looks at how the presence of nominal rigidities and fric-
tions in capital accumulation modify the e¤ects of asymmetric productivity
growth on dual in�ation and the external real exchange rate. The paper
demonstrated that in the presence of the aforementioned nominal and real
rigidities sectoral real marginal cost functions have decreasing-returns-to-
scale features, which help to explain the appreciation of the external real
exchange rate, and the slow adjustment of the relative price of non-tradables
to tradables observable in post-communist European countries.
Although it was not studied in this paper, it is worth mentioning here

that decreasing-returns-to-scale features can also explain the role of demand
factors in generating dual in�ation documented in Arratibel et al. (2002)
and López-Salido et al. (2005).
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A Appendix

A.1 The steady state

In this section the non-stochastic steady state of the benchmark model is
described. Variables without time indices refer to their steady-state values.
In the steady state there is no di¤erence between the two model versions

since eP x = P x�, the technologies of the tradable and the exports sector are
the same, and in the steady state nominal rigidities do not exist. Hence, in
this section it is su¢ cient to discuss version A: thus index T will refer both to
local and exported tradables. In the steady state there is no intra-household
and intra-sector heterogeneity. Therefore the index i of �rms are omitted to
simplify the notations.
It is assumed that P = P T = PN = 1. Then equations (4) and (21)

imply that

cT = aT c; cN = aNc; ITT + ITN = aT I
T ; INT + INN = aT I

N : (42)

Furthermore, it is assumed that Px = ePm�m. Hence,

GDP = aT
�
cT + ITT + ITN

�
+ aN

�
cN + INT + INN

�
= c+ I;

where I = IT + IN .
Since �s(Is=ks) = Is=ks and �0s(I

s=ks) = 1, in the steady state invest-
ments do not have adjustment costs and, as was mentioned, in the steady
state nominal rigidities do not exist. Hence, �rms�optimization problem will
be the same as in the case when there is a rental market for physical capital
and the real rental rate of capital is determined by the real interest rate and
the depreciation rate. Equation (5) implies that the real interest rate is equal
to 1=� � 1. If the real rental rate of physical capital, which is uniform in all
sectors, is denoted by r, then

r =
1

�
� 1 + �:

This formula represents a special case of equation (16). I set the values of
�T and �N in such a way that the markups

1 = � s
�

� � 1 ; s = T; N:

Then it is true for all sectors that the marginal product of capital is equal to
r. Thus, equation (11) implies that

{ =
� r
�

� 1
1��

;
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where { = zT=kT = zN=kN . Furthermore, equations (11), (24), and (26)
imply that

cT + IT + x = kT{1��; cN + IN = kN{1��: (43)

Beyond this, in the steady-state equation (14) takes the form Is = �ks. Thus,
if one de�nes the k = kT + kN aggregate capital stock, then I = �k.
It is assumed that w = W = ePm�, then equation (13) implies that

wz = w. Since in each sector wz is equal to the marginal product of zs

w = (1� �){��:

In the benchmark economy w = 1:212. Let us denote the exogenous ex-
ports/GDP ratio by sx, and I set sx = 0:6. Since x = ePm�m,

sx =
x

c+ I
=
ePm�m

c+ I
: (44)

It is assumed that in the benchmark economy nN = nT = n. Then the
imports demand equation (19) implies that

m = (1� n)
�
zT + zN

�
:

Then one can show that

m = (1� n){
�
kT + kN

�
= (1� n){k: (45)

Using the formula I = �k, the previous expression for m, and equation
(44) yields

c = Kk; (46)

where
K = ePm�(1� n){s�1x � �:

By equation (43) one can similarly show that

k{1�� = c+ �k + x =
�
ePm�(1� n){s�1x � �

�
k + �k + ePm�(1� n){k:

This implies that

n = 1� {1��

ePm�{ (1 + s�1x )
:

In the benchmark economy n = 0:526.
In the steady state the labor supply function of households (8) takes the

form
w = c�l': (47)
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As for imports, one can derive a similar expression for labor:

l = n{k: (48)

Substituting equations (46) and (48) into equation (47) yields an expression
for the capital stock:

k =
�
wK�� (n{)�'

� 1
�+' :

Using this expression one can calculate the steady-state value of the capital
stock and investments. In the benchmark economy k = 21:008, and I = �k =
0:525. Then using formula (46) yields the value of consumption, c = 2:076,
and equation (48) provides the value of labor, l = 1:43.

A.2 Price setting

Following Woodford (2005), one can show that the log-linearized solution of
the price setting problem of section 3.2 takes the form

�dt � #s�
d
t�1 = �Et

�
�dt+1 � #s�

d
t

�
+ �sfmcst ;

where s = T , x, N , and d = x�, if s = x, otherwise d = s.
Furthermore, fmcst is the average real marginal cost of sector s, and

�s =
(1� s)(1� �s)

s (1 + �̂� �  s)
;

where �̂ = �(1��)�1, which is the elasticity of capital in equations (66) and
(68).
Parameter  s can be obtained in the following way. First de�ne �s which

is the solution of the quartic equation

0 =
�
(1 + �̂�)(1� �s�s)

2 � 2s��̂�s�s
�

�
�
�2�2s �

�
1 + � + (1� �(1� �))��"�1s

�
��s + �

	
+ �(1� s)(1� �s)�̂�s�s;

where �� = (1��)�1, which is the coe¢ cient of capital in equations (63) and
(64), and

�s =
(1� �(1� �)) ���

"s
:

In addition �s satis�es a set of three inequalities,

�s < �1s ;

�s >
s

�(1 + s)

�
�2�2s �

�
1 + � + (1� �(1� �))��"�1s

�
��s + �

	
� 1;

�s <
s

�(1 + s)

�
�2�2s �

�
1 + � + (1� �(1� �))��"�1s

�
��s + �

	
+ 1:
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Then

 s = �̂
�2s�s�s

(1� �s�s)
2 :

A.3 The complete log-linearized model

To solve the model described in section 3 its log-linear approximation around
the steady state is taken. In this section the log-linearized version is de-
scribed. Variables without time indices refer to their steady-state values,
and the tilde denotes the log-deviation of a variable from its steady-state
value.
The log-linearization of the price index formula (3) yieldsePt = aT eP Tt + aN ePNt ; (49)

where I used the assumption that P = P T = PN .
The log-linearized versions of the real exchange rate indices in equation

(28), and the assumption that P F�t , P FT�t and P FRt are constant are used for
the derivation of the following formulas:

�Tt = d~et �
�
~qTt � ~qTt�1

�
; (50)

�Nt = �Tt +
ePRt � ePRt�1; (51)

�x�t = eP x�t � eP x�t�1; (52)

~qt = ~qTt � aN ePRt ; (53)

where d~et = ~et � ~et�1 is the depreciation rate of the nominal exchange rate.
Log-linearizing equations (8), (13), and using the assumption that W =

ePm� yields ewz;st = ns

�
�~ct + '~lt

�
+ (1� ns)~qt; (54)

for s = T , N . It is assumed that nx = nT , hence it is not necessary to have
a separate equation for the exports sector.
Using the log-linearized version of equations (4), (21), (28), and using

equation (49) one can obtain the following expressions:

~cTt = �aN ePRt + ~ct;eITst (i) = �aN ePRt + ~Ist (i):
Let us de�ne Ist =

R 1
0
Ist (i) di. Then one can show

26 thateITst = �aN ePRt + ~Ist :
26If a variable is de�ned in the following manner: z =

R 1
0
z(i) di then its log-linear

approximation yields ~z =
R 1
0
~z(i) di + o2, where o2 denotes those second and higher order

errors, which were neglected in the approximation process.
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The above formulas imply that the log-linearized version of the equilibrium
condition (24) takes the form

~yTt =
x~xt + c~ct + I ~It + (c+ I) �aN ePRt

c+ I + x
; (55)

where It =
P

s I
s
t . Similarly, the log-linearized equilibrium condition (25)

takes the form

~yTt =
c

c+ I
~ct +

I

c+ I
~It + �aN ePRt : (56)

Finally, the log-linear approximation of the equilibrium condition (26) is

~yNt =
c

c+ I
~ct +

I

c+ I
~It � �aT ePRt : (57)

The log-linearization of equations (7) and (28) yields the expression which
determines the trajectory of aggregate consumption:

�~ct = ~qt: (58)

In version A of the model eP Tt � ~et = eP x�t , hence the log-linearized version
of the exports demand equation (23) is

~xt = ��~qTt ; (59)

where equation (28) was used. In versionB the log-linearized exports demand
becomes

~xt = ��� eP x�t : (60)

De�ne the aggregate stock of physical capital in sector s as kst =
R 1
0
kst (i) di.

Log-linearizing the investment equation (14) yields

~kst+1 = (1� �)~kst + � ~Ist ;

where the steady-state properties of �s are used. As a consequence, the
log-linearized equation for the aggregate investment is

� ~It =
X
s

Is

I

h
~kst+1 � (1� �)~kst

i
; (61)

where in version A s = T;N , in version B s = T; x;N .
Let us combine the log-linearized versions of equations (8), (11), (18),

(27), (28), and equation (54). Then aggregating the result yields an expres-
sion for aggregate labor demand:

~lt =
X

s=H;x;N

ls

l

h
(1� ns)

�
~qt � �~ct � '~lt

�
+ ��

�
~yst � eAst�� �̂~kst

i
; (62)
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where, again, in version A s = T;N , and in version B s = T; x;N , further-
more, �� = (1� �)�1 and �̂ = ���.
Log-linearizing and combining equations (5), (15) and (16) results in

e�t � Et he�t+1i+ "s

�
~kst+1(i)� ~kst (i)

�
=

Et

h
[1� �(1� �)]~rst+1 + �"s

�
~kst+2(i)� ~kst+1(i)

�i
;

where "s = ��00s(�)�. Log-linearizing and combining equations (11) and (17)
yields

~rst (i) = ewst + ���~yst (i)� eAst � ~kst (i)� :
Combining the above two equations, aggregating the result, and using the
de�nition of �t results in the equation which determines the evolution of
physical capital in sector s = T , N :

��~ct + �Et [~ct+1] + "s

�
~kst+1 � ~kst

�
(63)

= �Et

h ewz;st+1 + ���~yst+1 � eATt+1 � ~kst+1�i+ �"sEt

h
~kst+2 � ~kst+1

i
;

where � = [1� �(1� �)]. For the exports sector it is

��~ct + �Et [~ct+1] + "T

�
~kxt+1 � ~kxt

�
(64)

= �Et

h ewz;Tt+1 + ���~xt+1 � eATt+1 � ~kxt+1�i+ �"TEt

h
~kxt+2 � ~kxt+1

i
;

where the second equilibrium condition of equations (25) is used.
In Appendix A.2 it was shown that the in�ation rate in sector s = T , N

is determined by

�st � #s�
s
t�1 = �Et

�
�st+1 � #s�

s
t

�
+ �sfmcst : (65)

The average real marginal cost is de�ned by

mcst =
MCst
P st

;

and by using equation (22) it can be expressed as

fmcst = �̂
�
~yst � ~kst

�
� �� eAst + ewz;st + �s ePRt ; (66)

where �T = aN and �N = �aT .
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The equation for the in�ation rate in the exports sector in version B can
be derived as

�x�t � #T�
x�
t�1 = �Et

�
�x�t+1 � #T�

x�
t

�
+ �Tfmcxt : (67)

To derive the above equation it is assumed that the technology and the
price setting parameters of the tradable and the exports sector are the same.
Hence, the coe¢ cients of these two equations are the same as in equation
(65). The average real marginal costs are de�ned as

mcxt =
MCxt
etP x�t

:

Hence, using equation (22) provides the log-linearized real marginal cost
formula of the exports sector:

fmcxt = �̂
�
xt � ~kxt

�
� �� eATt + nT

�
�~ct + '~lt � ~qt

�
� eP x�t : (68)

As mentioned in section 3.6, exchange rate policy is represented by the
following simple rule:

d~et = �!
�
aT�

T
t�1 + aN�

N
t�1
�
+ Sdet ; (69)

where d~et = ~et � ~et�1 is the nominal depreciation rate, and Sdet is the shock
of an exogenous nominal depreciation.
Version A of the model (no PTM) contains 18 equations: (50), (51), (53),

(55), (57)�(59), (61), (62), (69), and the two-equation systems of formulas
(54), (63), (65), and (66). This system determines the trajectories of the
following 18 endogenous variables: ~ct, ~xt, ~It, ~yTt , ~y

N
t , ~lt, ~k

T
t , ~k

N , fmcTt , fmcNt ,ewz;Tt , ewz;Nt , ~qt, ~qTt , ePRt , d~et, �Tt , �Nt .
To obtain version B (PTM, LCP) replace equations (55) and (59) by

equations (56) and (60). Furthermore, add equations (52), (64), (67), and
(68) to the system. This is a system of 22 equations. It determines the paths
of the variables belonging to version A, plus the trajectories of ~kxt , fmcxt , eP x�t ,
�x�t .
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Figure 1 
Balassa-Samuelson effect 
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Figure 2 

Balassa-Samuelson effect 
PTM with LCP – version B 
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Units on a horizontal axis represent quarters, on a vertical axis percentage points. 

Growth rates are displayed in annualized terms. 
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Figure 3 
Balassa-Samuelson effect 
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Figure 4 

Balassa-Samuelson effect 
PTM with LCP – version B 
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Units on a horizontal axis represent quarters, on a vertical axis percentage points. 

Growth rates are displayed in annualized terms. 
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Figure 5 
Balassa-Samuelson effect 
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Figure 6 

Balassa-Samuelson effect 
PTM with LCP – version B 

η*=15 
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Units on a horizontal axis represent quarters, on a vertical axis percentage points. 

Growth rates are displayed in annualized terms. 
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Figure 7 
Balassa-Samuelson effect 

No PTM – version A 
η*=15, fixed nominal exchange rate 
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Figure 8 

Balassa-Samuelson effect 
PTM with LCP – version B 

η*=15, fixed nominal exchange rate 
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Units on a horizontal axis represent quarters, on a vertical axis percentage points. 

Growth rates are displayed in annualized terms. 
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Figure 9 
Adjustment of the relative price of non-tradables to tradables Pt
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version B,  benchmark economy, η*=15 
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Units on a horizontal axis represent quarters, on a vertical axis percentage points. 
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Figure 10 
Adjustment of the relative price of non-tradables to tradables Pt

R 
version B, η*=15, η=15 
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version B, η*=15, η=15, high investments adustment costs in sector T and x 
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Units on a horizontal axis represent quarters, on a vertical axis percentage points. 


